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Using highly controlled coverages of graphene on SiC(0001), we have studied the structure of
the first graphene layer that grows on the SiC interface. This layer, known as the buffer layer, is
semiconducting. Using x-ray reflectivity and x-ray standing waves analysis, we have performed a
comparative study of the buffer layer structure with and without an additional monolayer graphene
layer above it. We show that no more than 26% of the buffer carbon is covalently bonded to Si
in the SiC interface. We also show that the top SiC bilayer is Si depleted and is the likely the
cause of the incommensuration previously observed in this system. When a monolayer graphene
layer forms above the buffer, the buffer layer becomes less corrugated with signs of a change in the
bonding geometry with the SiC interface. At the same time, the entire SiC interface becomes more
disordered, presumably due to entropy associated with the higher growth temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION

The first graphene “buffer” layer that grows on the
SiC(0001) surface is one of the most important exam-
ples of functionalized graphene. It is normally in a semi-
conducting state due to self functionalization caused by
sp3 bonding to silicon atoms in the SiC interface.1,2 The
buffer’s bandgap can be increased by additional func-
tionalization with fluorine3 or transformed to a metal-
lic graphene form by H2 intercalation that breaks the
sp3 bonding to the interface Si.4 In fact numerous stud-
ies have shown that the buffer graphene’s electronic
properties can be altered by changing the interfacial Si
bonds,2–9 implying that the buffer’s electronic proper-
ties can in principle be modified in a controlled fashion.
However, the level of understanding necessary to system-
atically alter the buffer’s properties has remained elusive
because structural details, like the number of C-Si bonds
and their geometry, are simply not well understood.

The bonding geometry problem is underscored by
the number of different states calculations predict for
the buffer. Ab initio calculations using a (

√
3 ×√

3)SiCR30 cell find a wide bandgap buffer while calcu-

lations on the larger, experimentally observed (6
√

3×
6
√

3)SiCR30◦ cells10,11 find metallic states running
through the Fermi Energy (EF ).5–7 The applicability of
these early calculations is problematic because they all
assumed that the SiC surface is bulk terminated,7,8,12 an
assumption that we now know is incorrect. Recent x-ray
diffraction studies have demonstrated that the buffer-
SiC interface is not commensurate with SiC.9 Instead,
the system has an incommensurate (IC) modulation pe-
riod λ = 6(1 + δ)aSiC (δ = 0.037) that is close to the

(6× 6)SiC subcell of the the (6
√

3× 6
√

3)SiCR30◦ cell.
Tight binding (TB) calculations, using an IC in-plane

distortion of a bulk terminated surface, show that the
distortion can open a bandgap similar to that measured
by angle resolved photoemission (ARPES).2,9 However,
before more sophisticated ab initio calculations on the IC
structure can be attempted, some details of the interface
structure will be needed to limit the parameter space for
these taxing computations.

Experimentally determining the buffer’s structure is
also problematic. The first experimental structural stud-
ies were done on samples grown in ultra high vacuum
(UHV).13 These samples suffered from both reduced long
range order14–16 and poor control of both the number of
graphene layers and their lateral distribution.14,17 Sam-
ple uniformity turns out to be extremely important be-
cause both the buffer’s electronic and structural prop-
erties are now known to change when monolayer (ML)
graphene grows above the buffer.9 This means that mea-
sured structures on nonuniform films represent some un-
known average of two different structures.

In this work, we use x-ray standing wave (XSW) and x-
ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements to study two types
of buffer graphene films grown on SiC(0001): a buffer-
only film (BGo) and a buffer graphene film (BGML) that
has a monolayer graphene layer grown above it. Be-
cause of the improved thickness control and the layer
uniformity achievable in silicon sublimation controlled
RF furnace grown graphene, we are able to discriminate
structural changes in these two different types of buffer
graphene. We show that the buffer structure and the
bonding to the SiC are very different with and without a
monolayer graphene layer grown above the buffer layer.
While these differences help explain recent in-plane x-
ray diffraction results,9 they complicated previous XSW
analysis that used multilayer films.18 As we’ll show, the
mixed coverage films led to a misidentification of the
buffer-SiC bonding component in the buffer’s C1s spec-
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the XSW geometry on the SiC(0001)
surface. Grey circles show the buckled BGo buffer layer above
the top SiC bilayer (Yellow and grey circles are Si and C, re-
spectively, in the SiC lattice). The photoelectrons are mea-
sured by the detector at a takeoff angle of α. The standing
wave period, d, is shown using the G = 2π/dSiC Bragg reflec-
tion.

trum. We also show that the buffer-only film has a large
vertical corrugation and that its close distance to the sub-
strate indicates a strong sp3 C-Si bond. The buffer’s C-Si
bond length increases and the corrugation amplitude be-
comes smaller when the ML grows above the buffer, indi-
cating a change in the distribution of graphene-Si bonds
to the SiC interface. Finally, we confirm that the Si con-
centration in the last Si-C bilayer [see Fig. 1] is reduced
as previously reported.18 Rather than being a growth ar-
tifact as perviously conjectured, we show that Si vacancy
concentration is an equilibrium structure of the top SiC
bilayer. We find 25% SiC vacancies in the top SiC bi-
layer (compared to the bulk value) for both BGo and
BGML films. This result helps put an upper limit of 26%
on the number of buffer-carbon atoms bonded to silicon
at the interface. The reduced Si concentration is coupled
with a vertical compression in the Si-C bilayer below the
buffer, suggesting that the Si vacancy concentration may
help drive the incommensurate structure of the BGo and
SiC interface.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Sample Preparation

The substrates used in these studies were n-doped,
chemical-mechanical planarization polished (CMP), on-
axis 4H-SiC(0001). The graphene was grown in a con-
finement controlled silicon sublimation furnace (CCS).19

In the CCS method, graphene growth is a function
of temperature, time, and crucible geometry that sets
the silicon vapor pressure. With the current crucible
design,20 a single semiconducting BGo graphene layer
grows at a temperature of 1400◦C after 30 min. Heat-
ing at 1560◦C for 20 min causes the BGo layer to trans-
form into a graphene ML as a new BGML buffer layer

FIG. 2. A comparison of the Raman spectra from a buffer-
only film and a ML graphene film grown on SiC(0001). A bulk
SiC spectrum has been subtracted from each spectra. The ML
film shows the D, G, and 2D peaks associated with graphene
on SiC(0001).24 The BGo film lacks the 2D and sharp G peaks
but has two characteristic features; the Bo peak at 1480 cm-1

and a broad “Buffer” spectrum between 2900-3100 cm-1. The
ML coverage in the BGo film is less than 3%.

forms below the ML. Prior to XSW and XRR experi-
ments, the BGo and BGML+ML samples were charac-
terized by x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and
Raman to determine film quality and ML coverage.

Figure 2 compares the Raman spectra of the BGo film
to the spectra from a BGML+ML film. The BGo film
spectrum lacks the ML 2D and sharp G peaks but shows
two additional features; a Bo peak at 1480 cm-1 and
a broad G+D peak between 2900-3100 cm-1. The lat-
ter two features are known to be associated with a pure
buffer film.21,22 Using the ML 2D intensity as a reference
and the background noise as an upper limit on the buffer
2D peak, we estimate that the ML coverage must be less
than < 3%. This is consistent with ARPES estimates
of the ML coverage in a BGo film.2 The majority of the
ML coverage is expected to be associated with ML that
nucleates at intrinsic step edges.23 The Raman spectrum
was measured at three positions (each 3 mm apart) on
the sample and no significant changes in the Raman were
found, indicating the large scale film uniformity necessary
for XRR experiments.

B. XSW and XRR Methods

XRR measurements were conducted at room temper-
ature in ultra high vacuum (UHV) at the SIXS beam-
line at the Synchrotron SOLEIL using a photon energy
of E = 12.8 keV. Prior to X-ray exposure, the samples
were heated to 500◦C in UHV to remove absorbed con-
taminants. The momentum transfer vector, K, is de-
fined as K = kf − ki where ki and kf are the mo-
menta of the incident and reflected x-ray beams, re-
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FIG. 3. Schematic model of the transition from sp3 buffer
carbon bonded to silicon in the SiC interface to sp2 graphitic
carbon through a hybrid carbon back bond. S1, S2, and SG re-
fer to the three C1s XPS components described in Sec. III

spectively, For elastic scattering considered here, |kf |=
|ki| = E/h̄c. K = (h, k, l) represents a point in recipro-
cal space that is written in terms of the bulk hexago-
nal coordinates of SiC: K = ha∗SiC+kb∗SiC+ lc∗SiC where

|a∗SiC|= |b∗SiC|= 4π/
(
aSiC
√

3
)

= 2.3556Å
−1

and |c∗SiC|=
2π/cSiC = 0.6233Å

−1
. The XRR polarization and geo-

metric corrections were performed to allow comparison
between the measured reflectivity intensities and calcu-
lated intensities from the model discussed in Sec. III C.25

In the XSW experiment, the sample is oriented so that
the incoming x-ray beam of energy EB satisfies the con-
dition that K= G, where G is a reciprocal lattice vector
of SiC (i.e., a Bragg reflection). This geometry produces
a standing wave whose crests are λ/2=d=2π/|G| apart
and perpendicular to G [see Fig. 1]. By changing the in-
cident photon energy relative to EB , the standing wave
will move in the G-direction exciting photoelectrons as
a wave maxima passes through a plane of atoms [see
Fig. 1].26,27 The photoelectron intensity for a particu-
lar element j in the material, IGj (E), will therefore be a
function of E and thus related to the vertical position of
that element.

The XSW experiments were carried out at the
GALAXIES beamline on the Synchrotron SOLEIL.28 We
used the G=(004) Bragg reflection to produce the stand-
ing wave with d=2.52 Å. The Bragg angle for the (004)
reflection was θB ∼ 78◦ corresponds to an incident pho-
ton energy of EB=2512 eV. All measurements were done
at room temperature with an overall energy resolution
∼ 300 meV. Recoil effects are estimated to increase the
broadening to ∼ 400 meV.29 We place an upper limit
on the total XPS resolution to be 0.45 eV based on the
measured ML graphene C1s line width [see Supplemen-
tal material for the estimate of the XPS resolution that
contains Ref. 30]. The take-of-angle, α, for the photo-
electron detector was 10◦ to improve surface sensitivity
in the XPS spectra.

For the studies presented in this work, we are inter-
ested in the photoelectron yield from the C1s core levels
that have components from both the carbon in SiC and
the carbon in the buffer layer. The details of analyz-
ing the C1s spectra as a function of both photon energy

E−EB and binding energy BE require some care. We
do this by first setting the number of components in the
spectrum [see Sec. III A] and then fitting each spectrum
IE(BE) for a range of photon energies around EB . The
fitting is done by minimizing the global χ2

g [see Supple-

mental material]. The global χ2
g is the χ2 for a single C1s

spectrum fit, at a single photon energy, summed over fits
for every incident photon energy in the data set. While
each component’s line shape parameters, i.e., width and
position, are allowed to vary, they are constrained to be
independent of the incident photon energy. Only the
components’ areas are allowed to vary as a function of
E. A Shirley background has been subtracted from every
core-level spectrum. We use a Doniach-Sunjic lineshape
for the graphene peak and a Voigt lineshape for the buffer
carbon, bulk carbon component, and Si 2s core-levels.

III. RESULTS

While XRR is able to study surfaces with buried in-
terfaces, the phase problem makes structural measure-
ments difficult. Emery et al.18 have shown how com-
bining XSW and XRR studies of the SiC-graphene in-
terface can help overcome the phase problem. However,
in the particular case of the buffer layer, XSW analy-
sis has its own problems that were not recognized and
that we now discuss before presenting our experimental
results. The C1s XPS spectra of graphene grown on
SiC(0001) was thought to contain four components; S1,
S2, SML, and CB. S1 and S2 are from the buffer car-
bon layer that contains C-Si bonds to the interface and
distorted C bonds in the unbonded part of the buffer
layer. The SML component is from sp2 C-C bonds in
any graphene that grows above the buffer. The CB com-
ponent is from sp3 C-Si bonds in bulk SiC.1 However,
several theoretical calculations along with experimental
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and
x-ray diffraction measurements show an incommensurate
structure that suggests reduced interfacial bonding. All
these works indicate that part of the buffer should also
have sp2 bonded carbon.7,9,31 This possibility is shown
schematically in Fig. 3 and implies at least one addi-
tional component (we label SG) may be present in the
buffer’s C1s spectrum. Any partial ML film would have
an SML component obscuring any possible sp2 bonded
carbon in the buffer layer’s C1s spectrum. Furthermore,
any substantial reconstruction of the the top SiC bilayer
could also cause new components to arise in the C1s spec-
trum near the BE of the bulk CB component. It will
therefore be important in our subsequent XPS analysis
to explore how additional C1s peaks affect the XSW re-
sults.

The large ML coverages in samples used in earlier stud-
ies cause an additional and more important problem. If
the BGo and BGML layers were structurally identical, the
ML coverage would only complicate the spectral analysis
of the C1s spectrum. We now know that this assump-
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FIG. 4. The experimental X-ray reflectivity (open circles) of;
(a) a BGo only film, and (b) a ML film above the BGML layer.
For the BGo film, the calculated reflectivity (solid lines) in (a)
use a buffer comprised of three components (S1, S2, and SG)
plus a small 1% ML coverage. Details of the calculation are
given in Sec. III C. For the ML film in (b), the calculations
uses a single S1 component buffer for the BGML layer. For
comparison, the calculated reflectivity from a bulk terminated
surface (dashed lines) is shown in both plots.

tion is wrong and that there are substantial changes in
the buffer’s structure when a ML grows above it.9 This
means that a substantial ML coverage will cause both
the XSW and XRR data to give results that represent
an unknown weighted average of two different structures
making it impossible to determine a unique BGo struc-
ture. For XRR, the ML coverage has a further compli-
cation. Because both the BGo and BGML layer distribu-
tions are broad in Z while ML or bilayer graphene layers
are narrow,12,18 the buffer’s contribution to the scattered
amplitude will be smaller than the ML’s.32 This effect is
demonstrated by comparing the calculated XRR reflec-
tivity of a bulk terminated SiC surface to the measured
buffer or ML films [see Fig. 4]. Between Bragg peaks (l=
0,4, and 8), the buffer layer causes small changes (about
a factor of 4-10) with respect to the bulk terminated sur-
face. A ML film on the other hand can produce changes
that are a factor of 10 larger and thus obscure reflectivity
contributions from the buffer film [see Fig. 4(b)].

The problems associated with ML films we identified
above are the reasons we use samples with high coverage

control. Our XSW studies will consider the possibility of
new components in the C1s fits. Recognizing the possible
systematic errors associated with multiple peak fits in the
C1s spectra, we will use the XSW derived Z-distributions
as starting parameters for XRR reflectivity fits. These
distributions will be allowed to vary (with restrictions)
to refine the BGo and BGML layers structure.

A. Fitting the XPS Spectra

Figure 5(a) shows a 3-component fit (S1, S2, and CB

used in previous studies) to the BGo layer when no ML
graphene is expected on the sample. It must be empha-
sized that the relative areas of the individual components
in Fig. 5 are not a measure of their relative concentra-
tions as will be discussed in Sec. III B. In fact the photon
energy used for the C1s spectra shown in Fig. 5 was de-
liberately chosen to minimize the S1 component that can
obscure any components that occur in an energy range
where a graphene ML component would appear. Our 3-
component fit is very similar to those found in the work
of Emtsev et al.1. In that earlier work, the C1s spectrum
was monitored as a function of growth, so we would ex-
pect very little ML coverage in their early growth spectra,
explaining the similarity of their fit to ours.

While 3-components can fit the C1s spectrum, there
are large residuals [see Fig. 5(d)] suggesting that other
peaks could be present. As discussed above and shown
in Fig. 3, we expect the BGo layer to have a structure
that could have an additional C1s component. However,
if we add a 4th component near the BE of ML graphene
(285.5 eV), the fitting procedure moves the peak to a po-
sition close to the bulk CB position. Because of its prox-
imity to CB, we label the new peak C’B [see Fig. 5(b)].
It is certainly reasonable that the top SiC bilayer would
relax as some bilayer Si bonds to the buffer and distorts
the bilayer Si-C bonds. This would strain the top SiC bi-
layer from the bulk configuration and lead to a range of
binding geometries that would broaden the CB peak and
possible give rise to a C’B component. The overall effect
on the C1s fit using the C’B component is very dramatic.
The intensity ratio of S1 to S2 reverses and both peaks
become narrower as S1 moves to higher BE. Note that
despite these changes, the residual map is only slightly
improved [see Figs. 5(e)].

The residual map for the BGo film can be substantially
improved by adding a 5th component [see Figs. 5(c) and
(f)]. The best fit position of the new peak is labeled
SG because its BE is near that of graphite, between the
BE of the buffer peaks and the bulk carbon peaks. The
SG peak causes S1 to move to even higher BE and fur-
ther increase the intensity ratio of S1 to S2. In fact, the
spectral ratio of S1 to S2 in the 5-component fits resem-
bles that found by Emery et al.,[18] using a ML film.
The similarity between our 5-component fit and Emery
et al.,[18] might be expected given that the SG peak in-
fluences the fit shape in much the same way as a true ML
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FIG. 5. The C1s spectral decomposition for a BGo film [(a), (b), and (c)] and a BGML+ML [(g) and (h)] films. The fits are at
a photon energy of E−EB =0.25 eV. The residual maps [(d), (e), (f), (i), and (j)] for each fit are shown as a function of E−EB

and Binding Energy. Vertical lines in the maps mark the best fit BE peak positions of each component. (a) A buffer-only C1s
spectra using a 3-component fit with two buffer components, S1 and S2 plus a bulk SiC component CB. (b) A 4-component
fit similar to (a) but with an additional component labeled C′B. (c) A 5-component fit similar to (b) but with the additional
component SG. (g) A BGML+ML film C1s spectra using a 3-component fit with a S1 buffer component, a ML component SML,
and a bulk SiC component CB. (h) A 4-component fit similar to (g) but with an additional component labeled S′ML.

TABLE I. The fitted C1s BE positions and FWHM (FWj) for both buffer-only and buffer+ML films. BE is given as shifts,
∆Ej , relative to the bulk carbon BE at 283.7 eV. All values are in eV and the statistical uncertainty is 0.1eV. The statistically
significant best fit spectra are highlighted in red: the 5-component and 4-component fits for the Buffer only and ML films,
respectively.

∆ES2 FWS2 ∆ES1 FWS1 ∆ESG FWSG ∆ECB FWCB ∆ECB′ FWCB’

Buffer
3-Comp 1.58 1.38 0.74 1.38 - - 0.0 0.66 - -
4-Comp 1.92 1.15 1.23 1.07 - - 0.0 0.53 0.1 0.8
5-Comp 2.12 1.12 1.51 1.21 0.99 1.37 -0.1 0.61 0.18 0.69

∆ES1 FWS1 ∆EML FWML ∆EML′ FWML’ ∆ECB FWCB

ML
3-Comp 1.35 1.37 0.77 0.57 - - 0.1 0.70
4-Comp 1.31 1.44 0.87 0.56 0.70 0.44 0.1 0.69

graphene peak would. The peak positions and widths of
the different component fits for the BGo C1s spectra are
summarized in Table I. As we’ll show in Sec. III B, the
three different C1s decompositions lead to very different
BGo layer structures.

There are also multiple ways to fit the ML film’s C1s
spectra. Figures 5(g) and (h) show fits for a BGML+ML
film using different numbers of C1s components. The

3-component fit [Figs. 5(g)] gives a reasonable fit to the
ML C1s spectrum. Note that we label the higher binding
energy peak as S1 not S2. This is because its BE lies
closer to S1 in the BGo 4- and 5-component fits. As we’ll
show in Sec. III B, the assignment of the highest BE peak
to S1 will be supported by the XSW results. Adding a 4th
component to the ML spectrum significantly improve the
residuals [see Fig. 5((j)] but has remarkably little affect
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on the parameters for the S1 component. We label the
additional peak S′ML because no matter the initial guess
for its BE, the best fit BE is very near the SML monolayer
peak’s BE. Adding a 5th component to the ML film fit
does not give a statistically significant fit and will not be
discussed further [see Supplemental material].

As is clear from the discussions above, fitting the the
C1s spectra is difficult because the components are very
broad (compared to instrument resolution) and close to-
gether in binding energy. While statistically it is possible
to identify the 5-component BGo as better than fits us-
ing fewer components, it is not clear if the 5-component
fit represents the physical description of the buffer layer.
Identify the best representation of the actual BGo struc-
ture will require comparison of both XSW and XRR anal-
ysis to form a self consistent model of the buffer layer.

B. X-ray Standing Waves

The normalized photoelectron yield Y Gj (E) for element

j in an XSW experiment is given by:26,27,33

Y Gj (E) = 1+RG(E) + 2
√
RG(E)×∫

vol

ρ′j(r) cos(ν(E)− 2πPGj )dr.
(1)

RG(E) is the energy dependent x-ray reflectivity at the
Bragg point (G = (004) in this work) and ν(E) is the
phase of the standing wave [see Supplemental material
for a description of the calculation of ν(E) and RG(E)
that contains Refs. 34–36].26 Both are calculated from
the bulk crystal structure.37 ρ′j(r) is the density distri-

bution of the jth element and PGj = G · rj/(2π) [where

rj is the position of the jth atom, modulo d]. Rather
than deal with arbitrary atom distributions, we will only
consider atoms vertically distributed in discrete planes
at positions zj in a Gaussian distribution. This is done
by writing ρ′j(r) as a convolution of a delta function with
a normalized gaussian distribution whose width is σz,j .
This reduces Eq. 1 to:

Y Gj (E) =1 +RG(E)+

2
√
RG(E)fj cos(ν(E)− 2πPGj ).

(2a)

fj = e−σ
2
z,jG

2/2. (2b)

Y Gj (E) is related to the experimental intensity by a nor-

malizing constant; IGj (E) =NjY
G
j (E). Neglecting pho-

toelectron attenuation (a reasonable assumption for the
buffer only film) the coverage of a given C1s component
is then related to the Nj ’s; θj∼Nj/ΣNj

Figures 6(a), (b), and (c) show the experimental yields
for the BGo film derived from 3-,4-, and 5-component C1s
fits. The fit for the ML film, using 3 and 4 C1s compo-
nents, are shown in Figs. 6(d) and (e). We point out

FIG. 6. (a), (b), and (c) show XSW yield data (◦) for the
BGo film using 3-, 4-, and 5-components fits for the C1s spec-
tra, respectively. Solid lines are fits using Eq. 2a. (d) and (e)
show yield data and fits for a BGML+ML film derived from a
3- and 4-component C1s fit, respectively. In (e) we also show
the intensity and yield from the sum of SML and S’ML peaks.

that while 4-components (S1, SML, S’ML, and CB) give
the best ML XPS fit, there is significant ambiguity in as-
signing a Z-positions to the SML and S’ML peaks because
of the modulo 2.52Å in the phase Pj in Eq. 2a. This is
partly due to the existence of a partial bi-layer graphene
layer (see Sec. III C below). The result of the phase prob-
lem is that we have two options for assigning the struc-
ture derived from the SML peak and the S’ML peak. Ei-
ther they represent something like an S2 component in
the BGML layer and a ML component above or they rep-
resent the ML above the BGML layer and a bi-layer above
the ML [see the Supplemental material]. This ambiguity
again points out the difficulty in determining the buffer
structure when a significant ML film is present. We have
also fit the summed intensity SML+S’ML to give an av-
eraged ML position that is shown in Fig. 6(e) and given
in Table II. Details of the fits, including the bulk carbon
and silicon XSW analysis are given in the Supplemental
material.
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FIG. 7. Comparison of the XSW derived vertical density dis-
tributions, ρ(z), of the BGo and BGML+ML films relative to
the last Si layer in the SiC(0001) surface (located at ZSi). ρ(z)
is normalized to the BGo density. (a), (b), and (c) are for the
BGo film using 3-, 4-, and 5-component fits, respectively. (d)
is the profile of the BGML layer using 4-components where
then SML and S’ML intensities have been summed. The red
vertical dashed-dot line marks the S1 position in the BGo film
in (c). The black vertical dashed line marks the distance be-
tween buffer-carbon and Si measured by STEM.31

While all the BGo yield fits are very good, regardless
of the number of components in the spectral decomposi-
tion, there are major differences in their Z-distributions.
What is remarkable about the fits is that no matter how
many components are used in the C1s spectra, the fits
to the yield curves are essentially equally good. To make
comparisons between the different fits easier to visualize,
we have plotted their different Z-distributions in Fig. 7.
For reference, we have marked the 1.9Å C-Si bond dis-
tance between buffer carbon and interfacial silcon mea-
sured by STEM in Fig. 7.31 Note that the STEM value
is close to the 1.89Å bulk SiC bond length.

There are a number of observations from the XSW
results that indicate that the 5-component fit is closer
to the actual BGo distribution. First, the 3- and 4-
component fits give a BGo distribution that is essen-
tially a broad Gaussian with the S2 component closer

TABLE II. XSW results for the BGo and BGML+ML films.
Results are shown for 3-, 4- and 5- components fits to the
BGo film and 3- and 4-components to the BGML+ML. The
parameters for the 4-component ML film only include results
where the SML and S’ML C1s intensities are summed for the
yield fit. The Z positions are shown relative to the position
of the last Si layer. Note that (Z−ZSi) for S1 and S2 for the
5-component fit are in red to highlight that their z-distance
is inverted.

P
(Z − ZSi)

a

f
σ

θ
(Å) (Å)

BGo S2 -0.02(2) 2.37(4) 0.52(4) 0.46(2) 0.70(1)
(3-peak) S1 1.23(5) 3.01(1) 0.3(4) 0.6(1) 0.30(1)

BGo S2 -0.04(1) 2.33(4) 0.56(5) 0.43(3) 0.24(1)
(4-peak) S1 0.07(3) 2.61(7) 0.36(4) 0.58(3) 0.76(2)

BGo
S2 -0.03(5) 2.5(1) 0.48(9) 0.48(7) 0.32(1)

(5-peak)
S1 -0.07(1) 2.26(3) 0.67(5) 0.36(4) 0.31(1)
SG 0.28(2) 3.13(6) 0.7(2) 0.3(1) 0.36(2)

BGML S1 -0.01(1) 2.39(3) 0.47(4) 0.49(3) -
(3-peak) SML -0.72(1) 5.64(2) 0.97(6) 0.09(8) -

BGML
S1 -0.06(2) 2.28(5) 0.44(4) 0.51(3) -

(4-peak)
SML 0.27(2) 5.63(5) 1.0(1) 0.0(1) -

+S’ML

a The position of the Si layer is determined by the XSW yield fits
to the Si 2s core level; ZSi =0.09Å [see Table III].

TABLE III. XSW results for bulk carbon C1s and bulk silicon
Si 2s. We have also summed the CB and C’B C1s intensities
for the 5-component BGo film before the yield fitting.

Pj Zj (Å) fj σj (Å)

BGo

CB -0.26(5) 1.80(6) 0.78(8) 0.3(1)
C’B -0.20(5) 1.92(6) 0.78(8) 0.3(1)

CB+C’B -0.24(1) 1.87(2) 0.79(5) 0.27(4)
SiB 0.04(1) 0.09(2) 1.00(3) 0.05(4)

BGML
CB -0.25(1) 1.89(2) 0.72(5) 0.33(2)
SiB 0.04(1) 0.09(2) 0.99(3) 0.07(4)

to the SiC interface [Figs. 7(a) and (b)]. The essen-
tially Gaussian shape is inconsistant with experimental
STEM profiles of the buffer that indicate a sharper Z-
distribution.31 In fact the 3-component fit finds that the
S2 atoms closer to the SiC are more than twice as numer-
ous than the S1 atoms farther away [see Table II]. This
contradicts both STEM results and theory predictions
that the bonded carbon (presumably S2 in the 3- and
4-component fit) is a much smaller fraction of the buffer
carbon. Finally, both the 3- and 4-component fits find
the unphysical result that 23% of the buffer carbon lies
closer to Si than the smallest known C-Si bond distance
of 1.89Å.

There is one more result that points to the 5-
component C1s fit being the correct deconvolution of the
BGo XPS spectrum. As already noted, XSW analysis
predicts that the S2 component from 3- and 4-component
fits to the C1s XPS spectra is associated with buffer car-
bon closest to the last bulk Si layer. This was the same
result found in XSW experiments by Emery et al.18 using
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a ML sample. However, our 5-component XSW analysis
shows just the opposite result. Using the 5-component
fit, we find that S1 is closest to the Si layer indicating
that S1, not S2, is from buffer carbon bonded to sili-
con. The proposal that S1 is closest to the Si layer was
first made by Emtsev et al.1 in XPS studies on a series of
samples ranging from no graphene to several monolayers.
They noted that the buffer’s σ-bands were downshift by
1.0 eV compared to graphite. The shift meant that the
S1 and S2 buffer carbon peaks were also shifted to high
BE relative to neutral graphite. Since the sp2 bonded
carbon must be at a higher BE than C-Si bonds, they
concluded that the S1 feature must be associated with
buffer-Si bonds.

The Emtsev interpretation that S1 is closer to the SiC
is further supported by comparing our ML and buffer
layer results. We can fit the ML film C1s spectra two
ways with the BGML layer component that we labeled
S1 in Figs. 5(g) and (h). We can either use the 3-
component fit with the SML, CB, and S1 or equally well
using the 4-component fit. Since the BGML S1 compo-
nent is the only component close to the interface in the
ML film, it must have a considerable fraction of carbon
bonded to Si. In other words, the BE of S1 in the ML
film should be similar to the BE of the component in
the BGo layer that is bonded to Si in the interface. At
the same time, the component that binds to Si in both
the BGo and BGML must be approximately the same
Z-distance from the top Si layer. A comparison of the
BGo and BGML+ML film data in Table I and the red
dashed line in Fig. 7 shows that only the S1 peak in the
5-component C1s spectrum meets both these combined
requirements. Based on these observations, we propose
that the 5-component fit to the BGo layer’s XPS data
represents the actual C1s spectra and that the previous
Emtsev et al.1 interpretation correctly assigns S1 as be-
ing the BGo carbon component bonded to Si. The incor-
rect assignment of the bonding species in the prior XSW
analysis was most likely due to the XPS signal being a
mixture of two different spectra from ML and buffer layer
partial coverages.

The XSW derived distance between the S1 carbon in
the BGo layer and the top Si layer is 2.26Å, compara-
ble to the 2.1(1)Å distance measured in previous XSW
work18 but is larger that the 1.9Å bond length measured
by STEM.31 The differences between the XSW results
and STEM values is likely due to assigning the Si top
layer Z-position as the zero of the Z-scale based solely
on the value derived from the Si 2s XSW yield. Since the
Si 2s yield contains contributions from several bilayers,
which we will show have different Z-distributions, the
XSW derived Si position will have systematic errors.

Finally, even though the 5-component fit gives the best
overall density profile, there are problems. The den-
sity profile is not as sharp as STEM results would have
predicted. Furthermore, we expect from the model in
Fig. III that there should be significantly more S2 car-
bon compared to S1. The XSW results in Table II give

nearly the same concentrations for both S1 and S2. We
believe these problems with the XSW results are associ-
ated with the difficulty of accurately deconvoluting the
closely spaced C1s components in the XPS spectra. To
improve on the XSW structural result we must com-
bine these findings with our XRR results of the BGo and
BGML+ML films.

C. Surface X-ray Diffraction

To fit the x-ray data, we use four SiC bilayers above
the bulk with a buffer graphene layer above [see Fig. 1].
We also allow up to two partial graphene layers above
the buffer. The scattered x-ray intensity I(Θ, `) is then:

I(Θ, `) =A(Θ, `)e−4γSiC sin2 π`/2

∣∣∣∣ Fbulk(`)

1− e−2πi`

+FI(`) +
ρG
ρSiC

(FBG(`) + FG(`))

∣∣∣∣2 , (3)

where Fbulk is the bulk 4H-SiC structure factor,38 mod-
ified by the crystal truncation term, (1 − e−2πi`)−1 [see
Ref. 39], FI is the structure factor of the 4-bilayer
SiC interface region, FBG is the buffer graphene struc-
ture factor, and FG is the structure factor of any ML
graphene layers above the buffer. FBG(`) and FG(`)
in Eq. 3 are weighted by the ratio of the areal atomic
densities of a 4H-SiC(0001) and a graphene (0001)
plane; ρG/ρSi=3.132. The factor properly normalizes
the scattered amplitude from the graphene layer per 4H-
SiC(0001) (1×1) unit cell. A(Θ, `) is a term that contains
all corrections due to the experimental geometry.25,40,41

The exponential term accounts for the substrate rough-
ness caused by half-cell step fluctuations in the SiC
surface (the predominant step height on 4H samples;15

cSiC/2). γSiC is the variance in the number of half-cell
layers in the surface due to steps.42 Roughly, γSiC is pro-
portional to the SiC step density.
FI(`) in Eq. 3 is the structure factor of the top four SiC

C-Si bilayers plus an additional layer of Si to allow for the
possibility of Si adatoms or a relaxed Si layer bonded to
the buffer graphene [see Fig. 1]. The interface structure
factor is then:

FI(`) =

9∑
j=1

fj(`)ρje
−σ2

j (2π`/cSiC)2/2ei2π`zj/cSiC , (4)

where ρj is the relative atom density for the jth interface
layer at a vertical position zj (ρj = 1 for a bulk layer cor-

responding to 8.22×10−16atoms/cm
2
). It was found that

the additional Si layer was not needed to fit the experi-
mental reflectivity and will not be discussed in Sec. IV.
The zero height is chosen as the top layer of Si atoms in
the top SiC bilayer. fj(`) is the atomic form factor of C
or Si depending on the layer. A normalized Gaussian of
width σj has been convoluted with each layer to included
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possible layer disorder (similar to Eq. 2b used to describe
the XSW vertical distribution).

To be consistent with the XSW results, we allow the
buffer to be composed of n distinct carbon layers. The
multilayer graphene structure factor can then be written
in a general form similar to Eq. 4:

FBG(`) = fC(`)PBG

n∑
s=1

θse
−σ2

s(2π`/cSiC)2/2e2πilzs/cSiC ,

(5)
where fC is the atomic form factor for carbon, PBG is the
areal coverage of buffer graphene, and θs is the fractional
coverage of each component in the buffer such that Σθs =
1. The structure factor of graphene above the buffer layer
is:

FG(`) = fC(`)

M∑
m=1

Pme
−σ2

m(2π`/cSiC)2/2e2πilzm/cSiC , (6)

where Pm is the coverage of the mth graphene layer.
To fit the experimental reflectivity to Eq. 3, we use a

lasso fitting routine.43 The lasso technique allows us to
use the XSW derived buffer and known SiC bulk param-
eters as starting points (default parameters). Changes
in these parameters are penalized in the ordinary least
squares regression (OLS). The penalties are initially set
to be very large to identify which parameters in Eq. 3
give the largest reduction in the OLS χ2. Gradually, all
penalties are reduced and new default parameters are up-
dated until the model has converged to the minimized χ2

defined by Ref. 44 [see Supplemental material].45 This
enables a seamless connection of the XSW derived pa-
rameters with the XRR parameters, placing the results
of both techniques on an equal footing.

IV. DISCUSSION

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the density profiles
from the buffer BGo and BGML+ML films derived from
the XRR fits in Fig. 4. The fit parameters are given in
Table IV. The calculated reflectivity for a buffer BGo film
starts with the S1, S2, and SG positions and widths de-
rived from the XSW parameters. Fits starting with only
S1 and S2 always have an order of magnitude higher χ2

values and will not be discussed here.45 The higher χ2

values, using only two carbon layers in the buffer, sup-
ports our early argument that a 5-component fit to the
C1s spectrum is necessary to get the correct vertical po-
sition of S1 and S2 from the XSW analysis. The ML film
uses a single component for the BGML film as determined
from the preceding XSW analysis. Note that the XRR
determined ML coverage is less than 1% for the BGo film
[see Fig. 8(a)], consistent with the Raman ML estimate
in Fig. 2. In the ML sample, there is a significant bilayer
(BiL) graphene coverage (27%) in Fig. 8b.

Like the XSW profiles, the XRR analysis shows that
the BGo layer distribution is very broad compared to the

FIG. 8. The XRR derived vertical density profiles, ρ(z), for
both (a) the BGo and (b) the BGML+ML films. Densities are
normalized to the bulk SiC density. Solid lines are the density
profiles (left axis) for SiC Si (yellow) and C atoms (black), for
buffer S1 (green), S2 (purple), SG (cyan) carbon species, and
for ML or bilayer graphene, BiL, (grey). Circles represent
the integrated layer coverages, θ, of each layer or component
(right scale). θ for the bulk components are relative to the
SiC in-plane density while the buffer and ML θs are relative
to a ML graphene density.

BGML layer in the ML film. Associated with the change
in the buffer’s Z-width, we find that the buffer-Si dis-
tance gets larger by 0.3Å when a ML has grown above
it. This vertical change in distance results in a physi-
cally reasonable volume conservation when one also con-
siders the previously observed transition from the larger
in-plane incommensurate lattice spacing of BGo to the
smaller commensurate lattice in the case of BGML.9 It
apparently occurs concomitantly with a change in the
distribution of buffer-Si bonds at the interface. Both the
change in width and bond distance are consistent with
ARPES measurements that show a change in the band
structure of the buffer when a ML grows above it.9

The XRR analysis finds that the bonding component
S1 in the BGo layer is 1.9Å above the top Si layer; the
same distance measured by STEM.31 The distance be-
tween the buffer S1 carbon and the last Si layer is essen-
tially the same as the bulk Si-C bond (1.89Å) confirming
that the bond between S1 carbon and substrate Si has
a significant covalent component.18,31 We note that the
XRR derived distance for S1 is about 17% closer to the
interface than the XSW result. As discussed in Sec. III B
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TABLE IV. Comparison of the BGo and BGML structural parameters from both XRR and the 5-component XSW analysis.
∆Si-C is the C-Si vertical separation in the top SiC bilayer [see Fig. 1]. ∆Si-C for the top bilayer is measured directly in XRR,
but represents a more bulk-like value in XSW results.

Z-ZS1(Å) σ(Å) θ(MLG)
Interface layer

∆Si-C θ (MLSiC)
S1 S2 SG S1 S2 SG S1 S2 SG (Å) Si C

BGo
XRR 1.9(1) 2.7(1) 3.8(1) 0.15(5) 0.27(2) 0.3(1) 0.26(6) 0.47(6) 0.26(4) 0.47(2) 0.75(10) 0.9(2)
XSW 2.26(3) 2.5(1) 3.13(6) 0.36(4) 0.48(7) 0.3(1) 0.33(1) 0.32(1) 0.36(2) 0.69(2) - -

BGML
XRR 2.22(7) - - 0.2(1) - - 0.9(1) - - 0.46(5) 0.79(5) 0.8(1)
XSW 2.30(5) - - 0.52(3) - - - - - 0.33(2) -

this small difference is not unusual given that the top
Si-layer position is determined from the XSW yield of
the Si 2s spectrum that has a significant contribution
from deeper bulk-like bilayers with different vertical re-
laxations. Indeed, while the XSW analysis give the C-Si
separation in the top SiC bilayer to be 0.69Å, nearly the
bulk value (0.63Å), the XRR analysis finds that the C-Si
separation has relaxed to be nearly 30% shorter (0.47Å)
than in the bulk [see Table IV].

The XRR derived vertical density profile of the
BGo layer is both sharper and wider than the XSW dis-
tribution. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the XRR and
XSW derived distributions. We believe the broader XSW
distribution is due to a combination of chemical selectiv-
ity and problems with the fitting the C1s spectrum. For
instance, carbon with the same BE can be at two different
positions. In XSW analysis, where we assume a Gaussian
distribution for all carbon with the same BE [see Eq. 2],
the yield curve fitting would give a single broad Gaussian
density profile. XRR on the other hand would give two
well separated Gaussians, since it only depends on the
physical location of the carbon, not its chemical bond-
ing. While in principle the XSW analysis could include a
more complicated density distribution in Eq. 1, the diffi-
culty in fitting the C1s spectrum discussed in Sec. III A
precludes us from making strong claims about the XSW-
derived density profiles.

The XRR determined BGo layer width is 2.4(4)Å com-
pared to 1.5(2)Å (including σs) found in the XSW anal-
ysis. We point out that both our XRR and XSW
BGo widths are much wider than the previous XSW re-
sults of Emery et al.18 (FWHM=0.9Å). The difference is
not unexpected because the prior XSW results were from
multi-layer graphene films with a large areal coverage of
BGML buffer and a much smaller coverage of BGo buffer.
Based on our ML results, the early UHV films, which
were composed of primarily ML graphene with little
BGobuffer,18 would have measured a buffer width that
was a weighted average of a majority BGML film with
width 0.4(1)Å and a minority contribution from the
broad BGo film with width 2.4(4)Å. Assuming a 80%
ML film, an average buffer width of 0.8Å would have
been measured; close to the 0.9Å that was measured in
Ref. [18].

While we find a wide BGo layer, it is not unprece-

FIG. 9. A comparisons of the BGo layer’s vertical density
distribution, ρ(z), derived from XSW (dashed line) and XRR
(solid line). The density is normalized to the density of a
graphene layer.

dented. Large vertical buffer layer widths have also been
suggested by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) mea-
surements. Chen et al.,46 argue that large amplitude
height variations in the (6×6) buffer structure, seen in
both filled and empty state images, are topographical.
They find vertical oscillations between 1.5Å and 3.2Å.
The larger widths were observed in films that were an-
nealed for longer times, implying that they are associated
with more ordered buffer films. However, similar oscil-
lations seen by Riedl et al.,17 were interpreted as being
partially due to electronic effects so it remains difficult
to make direct comparisons of our BGo layer width with
STM measured corrugations. Ab initio calculations, us-
ing a bulk terminated SiC surface, predict a significant
BGo layer modulations of 1.2Å.8 As we now discuss, the
interface is far from bulk terminated and could induce
much larger theoretical modulations if a more realistic
SiC interface structure was used.

The structure of the SiC interface layer and how Si in
this layer is bonded to buffer carbon are the most impor-
tant questions about this system. The reflectivity shows
that while the last Si layer remains relatively sharp, its
density is only 75% of its bulk value (i.e., 20% Si va-
cancies) [see Table IV]. A similar Si vacancy concentra-
tion was reported in previous XRR studies using UHV
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grown samples and was presumed to be due to a growth
artifact.18 Our results strongly suggest that the depleted
top Si layer is in fact an equilibrium structure. We say
this because the depleted fraction in the top Si layer is
independent of the growth method. The Si vacancy con-
centration in our high temperature, high Si vapor pres-
sure environment is the same as the concentration found
in the prior low temperature, low Si vapor pressure UHV
environment.18 Furthermore, the Si vacancy concentra-
tion is the same in both the BGo and BGML+ML films
[see Table IV] even though the ML grows at a tempera-
ture 150◦C higher than the BGo layer. All of these results
point to the depleted top Si layer being an equilibrium
structure that is relatively independent of temperature
and Si vapor pressure. The idea that Si vacancies may
exist in the buffer-SiC system has been explored theo-
retically. Calculations have shown that Si vacancies or
C interstitial in the interface layer below the BGo layer
lead to lower total surface energies that can give rise to
a number of possible large BGo corrugations.47

Besides the high Si vacancy concentration, there is a
significant change in the carbon-silicon spacing in the top
SiC bilayer. The C-Si Z-spacing, ∆Si-C, in the SiC bilayer
below BGo is 30% shorter compared to a bulk SiC bilayer
and half the distance predicted by ab initio calculations in
a bulk terminated surface with a BGML+ML film.12 It is
likely that the vacancies in the top SiC bilayer lead to the
additional bulk peak C′B in the 5-component C1s spec-
tra in Figs. 5(b) and (c) [see Supplimental material]. We
suggest that not only are Si vacancies a part of the equi-
librium SiC-buffer system but that they most likely drive
the incommensurate buffer-SiC structure recently found
in surface x-ray diffraction studies.9 We expect that fu-
ture theoretical work will support this assertion.

We point out that while the XSW analysis finds that
there is equal S2 and S1 carbon [see Table IV], the XRR
derived coverages find that there are nearly twice as many
S2 carbon atoms compared to S1. The higher S2 cover-
age is more constant with the model in Fig. 3 that would
suggest approximately a 3:1 ratio of S2 to S1. Since the
S1 bonding component, derived from the XRR, makes up
26% of the carbon in the BGo layer [see Table IV], the
S1 coverage must put an upper limit on the number of
Si-graphene bonds in the buffer layer. If each S1 carbon
atom bonds with a single Si atom in the top SiC interface
layer, the reflectivity would estimate that 81% of the in-
terfacial Si is bonded to the buffer layer. Of course it is
not only the number of bonds that determine the BGo’s
electronic structure, but how these bonds are distributed.
Ab intio calculations of the BGo layer find that 25% of
the buffer carbon is bonded to 78% of the Si in the top
layer assuming a bulk terminated surface.7 Tight bind-
ing calculations using an incommensurate distortion of
the bulk surface predict a much lower number of bonded
buffer carbon (15%).9 It is very likely that allowing Si
vacancies in the top SiC layer will lead to an opening
of a gap in the band structure of buffer graphene in ab
initio models.

Finally, a comparison of Figs. 8(a) and (b) reveals that,
with the exception of the last Si layer, the widths of the
interface C and Si remain relatively well ordered after the
buffer has formed (σC = 0.12Å and σSi = 0.05Å). Once
the ML is grown at a higher temperature, there is consid-
erably more vertical disorder in the interface. In the last
two SiC bilayers, the C widths doubles compared to the
buffer-only interface and the Si width in the second bi-
layer triples. The increased vertical disorder is consistent
with an increase in the in-plane disorder of the interface
and an increase in the BGML in-plane strain when the
ML grows.9 Since the ML is grown 150◦C higher than the
buffer only film, entropic disorder in the SiC below the
ML film may become important. This suggest that an-
nealing studies (at temperatures less than the ML growth
temperature) will need to be carried out to see if the in-
terface order can be further improved.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have studied the structure of the
first graphene layer that grows on SiC(0001) (known as
“buffer” graphene). By using samples with highly uni-
form and controlled graphene coverages, we are able to
show that the buffer’s structure is dramatically altered
when monolayer graphene is grown above it. These re-
sults correlate well with electronic changes that occur
with ML growth. From essentially ML free samples, we
are able to clear up inconsistencies in early works as to
which component in the buffer’s C1s spectrum is associ-
ated with carbon bonded to Si in the SiC interface. We
show that the S1 peak at a binding energy of 285.2 eV is
from buffer carbon sp3 bonded to Si.

One of the most important findings of this work is that
the SiC interface below the buffer graphene cannot be
bulk terminated. Instead we show that the last Si layer
in the SiC interface is substantially reconstructed. By
comparing samples grown under different growth condi-
tions, we show that the top Si bi-layer in the interface has
a large equilibrium concentration of Si vacancies (20% of
the bulk value). The effect of the reduced number of Si
atoms is to decrease the top SiC bilayer distance by 30%
of the bulk value. This planarization of the SiC bilayer
may explain why the SiC interfacial layer, along with the
buffer layer, becomes incommensurate with the bulk SiC.
We also find that less than 26% of the BGo buffer layer
carbon is bonded to the substrate. While the exact den-
sity of Si in the top layer cannot be determined, we can
report that the number of Si atoms bonded to the buffer
carbon can be no more than 55% of the Si atoms in the
top SiC bilayer. We believe these results will act as a new
starting SiC interfacial structures for future ab initio cal-
culations that will help understand the semiconducting
properties of this graphene film.

We also show that the vertical corrugation of the buffer
layer is very large, ∆z = 2.4(4)Å and that the buffer’s
width reduces to ∆z= 0.4(1)Å when a monolayer grows
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above the buffer. The reduction in the buffer’s width
is associated with a slight increase in the Si-buffer car-
bon bond length. Finally, we find that the SiC interface
becomes more vertically disordered when the monolayer
forms. This correlates with previous x-ray diffraction re-
sults that find an increase in the buffer’s in-plane disorder
when a monolayer forms above it.9 This is most likely due
entropic disorder at the higher growth temperature of the
monolayer and the decrease of Si out-diffusion caused by
the buffer carbon film. The results suggest that anneal-
ing may improve the interface order.
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